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Dear Peter,

Agroforestry is a popular concept in forestry development
circles these days. Touted both as a "new development approach"
and a "traditional attern of resource use", agroforestry refers
to the combining of trees with cultivated crops and/or livestock.

Numerous conferences on agroforestry have been held through-
out the West African Sahel and elsewhere throughout the world
within the past five years (Weber and Hoskins 1983). Many devel-
oent foresters currently working in the Sahel are convinced
that agroforestry offers a great deal of promise for the future
--a way to. enhance agricultural and/or livestock production
while producing a variety of needed forest resources. Agrofores-
try, thus, offers foresters a way to. tie their interests and
skills to one of the major development priorities in Africa and
elsewhere-- food production.

A Sahelian definition of agroforestry, adopted at a 1983
conference held in Niamey, Niger, states:

Agroforestry is a general term encompassing
land-use systems in which perennial, ligneous
vegetation (trees, bushes, palms, bamboos) are
deliberately cultivated (planted or protected)
on plots of land, also used to raise crops or
livestock, either simultaneously or successively
om the same areas. In agroforestry systems,
ecological economic, and socio-cultural aspects
are interrelated. (Original in French; transla-
tion provided by Weber aud Hoskins(1983,P.5)o)

This type of lad-use has long been practiced by Sahelian resi-
dents, amd has only been "rediscovered" by forestry development
experts. In Ouagadougou, Up.per Volta (now Burkina-Faso), a
National Colloquium on Agroforestry was held from March 5th to
8th earlier this year, to assess experience with agroforestry
to date and to develo recommendations for national policies
concerning agroforestry. 1

Pamla J. Williams is a Forest and Society Fellow of the Institute
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in sub-Saharan Africa.
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Throughout the Sahelian countries, the most typical land-
scape is "farmed arkland" (llan 1974). The vegetation is
not untamed tree and shrub savanna, but rather humanly-managed
fields, pastures, and fallows, dotted with trees. The trees
in the landscape are there because they have a value to the
local human population-- whether for shade, wood, food, medi-
cines, fiBers,, or spiritual reasons.

If this pattern of land use has long been practiced, why
is there a need for development foresters or other experts to
premote agroferestry? If the rural peasant already values
trees, why does she or he need to be convinced that trees are
good?

There are several levels on which this question can be
addressed. Some proponents argue that traditional resource
systems are breaking down. With increasing human and animal
opulations, land is being used more intensively for food
production and more firewood is begin gathered and cut in the
rural areas %o sell. Nhereas in the past the number and diver-
sity of trees that were left by people in their fields and the
"bush" were adequate for their needs, mow the abundance of
woody vegetation is declining. Consequently, there is--
according to. some experts--a need %o help peasant farmers
improve their traditional methods of managlmg trees and shrubs
or to plant species tt are im the process of disappearing.

Others suggest that %he problem is one of government
policy, institutional arrangements, and development assistance
approaches. Typically there are separate government agencies,
often located in separate ministries, responsible for agricul-
ture, livestock, d forestry issues. This sectoral approach
is reinforced by development assistance projects, which usu-
ally provides funds only to a articular agency. Forestry law
has been set up to protect trees and to prevent people from
cutting them: foresters have been trained as policemen to
protect trees, rather than as extension agents to work with
the ru.ral residents to utilize trees to meet rural needs.
Agricultural experts advise farmers to clear their fields of
trees, %,o facilitate use of intensive techniques. Grazing
speCia!is%s suggest strategies to increase %he production of
herbaceous forage and to minimize the production of woody
vegetation. Thus, what is needed %o overcome these problems
is a shift in. government policy, a move towards a more "inte-
grated aroach to development", an attempt to adap-t assis-
tance to the rural milieu, to put techniques at the service
of potpie. The real need for "sensiBilization" (the French
term for ,consciousness-raising") is not among the asant
farmers, this lime of reasoning goes, But among government
bureaucrats, policy makers, and develoent experts.
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In pursuing agroforestry objectives, Sahelian foresters
are ow emphasizing increasing the umber of "trees i the
landscape", irrespective of where they may occur, rather than
merely managing ’forests Weber and Hoskins 1983) Woody
vegetation is assumed to be important not only for its produc-
tive functions,, i.e., for producing a variety of valued resources,
but also for its protective functions, i.e., Im protecting and
enhancing evlronmetal stability.

A variety of techniques are being used to work towards
these two goals. Trees and shrubs may be grown im fields
and/or pastures to provide needed reses, such as edible
leaves fruits, and seeds, animal fodder, firewood, gum arabic,
medicines, wood for construction or for the manufacture of
tools, bark, roots, and other tree parts used in a variety of
crafts as fibers and dyes. Ligneous plants can also enhance
agricultural and livestock production. Woody species may be
planted as windbreaks to minimize soil erosion, or as living
fences to keep animals out of fields. Trees may stabilize or
improve environmental conditions in fields as pioneer or stabi-
lizing species: nitrogen-fixing species may improve the quality
of the soil. Trees can be used to reinforce small dikes built
in fields to trap and held water. Thus he practice of agro-
forestry involves a broad spectrum of activities that
long-term resource management and conservation.

This broad, tiple-use, long-term approach to resource
management is one that many foresters have long claimed as
their professional turf, not merely the growling and cropping
of trees for timber. Whereas in the past foresters focused
their efforts on multiple-use management of areas of land
classified as "forests", with the concept of agroforestry
they are trying to make a contribution to broader issues of
resource development.

The cry for "integrated approaches to development" is
nothing new. Agriculturalists also are interested in integrated
approaches. Rather than rushing to embrace this new concept
of agroforestry, however, they have been utilizing concepts of
farming systems’. any agriculturalists remain unconvinced
that woody species can significantly improve agricultural pro-
ductiomo They may be interested in trees as part of he total
farming system, ut in terms of setting aside certain areas as
woodlots, or using trees in selected areas to aid with erosion
control, for example. The lack of agricultural enthusiasm is
quite evident in attendance at agrofo.restry conferences
most of the participants are foresters.

To truly develop agro.forestry as an interdisciplinary
approach, I believe that foresters will need to do three things.
First, foresters will need to carefully assess their roles in
agroforestry activities. Nhile most foresters wish to convince
agriculturalists and livestock specialists of the vale of
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including trees in their resource management plans, they de not
believe that forestry activities can be totally subsumed under
these other disciplines. Foresters, thus, are interested in
promoting agricultural-forestry-livestock management inter-
faces. Although some proponents have suggested that "agro-sylvo-
pastorialism", ,resource management" or "land management" would
be ore inclusive and appropriate terms for this interdisciplinary
approach, agroforestry (or sometimes "farm forestry" or "small-
scale rural forestry") is the term that has caught on. The use
of the term "agroferestry" emphasizes forestry-- forestry of
a particular type, related to agricult-re-"--and thus implies a
need for foresters to work on this issue. Foresters will have
to considerS,-Over, if they are willing to play subordinate,
supporting roles in agroforestry activities, and to what extent
they will want to work on resource management activities that
may or may mot include trees.

Second, in order to convince agriculturalists, livestock
specialists other development experts, and policy makers that
agroforestry is a viable and necessary approach, demonstration
p:Iots, experiments, an research needs to be undertaken to
demonstrate the impacts of growing trees in conjunction with
crops and/or livestock. Little quantitative information on
these interactions has ever been obtained (Gulick 1984). Once
such data becomes available, a great deal of work will need to
be undertaken on reformulating plicies and institutional
arrangements so as to encourage interdisciplinary efforts.
Nultiple-use resource management is ossiBle, despite the diffi-
culties to. be surmounted. But it must le remembered that the
technical information is only a tool the vital ingredient
for bringing abot this type of integrated resource management
is political will, based on pportive constitxencieso

Third, agroforestry as a development and resource manage-
ment concept will only gain &cceptance if it truly aids rural
farmers in their patterns of resource management, improving
resource production in an ecologically-sustainable and socially-
suitable manner. In order to do so, agroforestry ust include
rural residents asfull participants in the process. uch
remains to be learned from farmers about their current systems
of production and tree management, their perceptions of priority
isles, and their identificati@n of constraints. These social
considerations are more difficult for many technically-oriented
development workers te assess, hut without them the est techni-
cal approaches will fail.

Since it has been ared that rural Sahelian villagers
have traditiom&lly practiced agroforestry, I have been interested
in learning aemt existing, gemems patterns ef tree management.
Over the past couple of months, have Been working on a pilo-t
study of uses of trees and shrus for human food in three via,Ees
in Burkima-Fase-- Keumi, Kundougeu, and Tougam-ao When I



have asked village women about their uses of trees and shrubs,
I have also asked them about the woody species that the vil-
lagers plant and/or protect, and abt the ways in which they
take care of the trees. I am trying to understand why they
choose the species that they do, in terms of what the villagers
believe to he valuable about particular species.

I have discovered that there is quite a bit of diversity
im tree management practices. The three villages differ from
one another in both ecological and social characteristics. I
assume that hese factors influence not only what types of
species can grow each of the three villages, but also
which species are valued by the residents of each village.

As is shown in the map on the following page, the three
villages are all located in the western part of the country.
The western region is more humid than regions farther north
and east. Climatic data collected over the period from 1940
to 196 4 (Renard 1965) show tha the area around Koundougou
and Tougan-coura receives a annual rainfall of IO00-II00 mm
(39-43 in. ) and that areund Koumi receives an average of
llO0-1200 mm (43-47 in.). There is, however, great variation
from year to year2, and only during the rainy summer months
does precipitation excee evaporation. Koumi may have more
available ground water than do the other two villages, as it
is located along the Kou River (a tributary of the Black Volta).

The vegetation around each of the three villages is
farmed parkland. As R. A. Pullan (1974) has noted, farmed
parkland is most often characterized by one or two dominant
species of trees. Although I have not done systematic sadies
of the vegetation, I have een struck by the differences in
species abundances in the three villages. The most common
trees found in the fields around Koumi are shea-nut (utyro-
spe. parki) , here (Parkla bglobosa), and fan palm -(B0rassu
aeih_opam}. In the fieidsarod KoUndougou, she-nut and
wlnerthorn (Acacia ali.da) are the most noticeable species,
although several others are represented. Around Tougan-coura
there are quite a variety of species, the most numerous of
which is baobab (Adans0nia dig!ta.ta). My general visual
impression is that the most woody vegetation occurs around
Koumi, an the least in the vicinity of Tougan-coura.

The villages differ in history, size, and ethnic composi-
tion. Keumi is an old village, with over 4200 inhabitants,
virtually all of when are members of the Bobo ethnic group.
The majority of the inhabitants are still very traditional.
(For a fuller description of Keumi, see PJN-IO. ) Kendeugeu
also has over 4000 inhabitants and was originally a Hobo
village. at many people have migrated to Koundougu over
the past twenty years. Now the most_ numerous ec group is
the ossi, who migrated from a variety of areas, such as the
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villages around agadougou, Ouahigouya, Yako, and Koudomgem.
There are also Samos, originally from the area around Tougam,
ad Falanis, or Peuls, originally from Nouma. (For a fuller
description of Koundougou, see PJW-II.) Tougam-cora is
aministratively classified as am ’encampment" rather than a
village. Most of the several hundred inhabitants are Samos
ad have migrated to Tougan-coura over the past seven to ten
years from Tougam. Thus, while most of the inhabitants ef
Ki grew up in that area, most residents of Koundugeu and
Tougan-comra have migrated to those locations from mere ari
areas farther north and east. It seems likely that hese
migrants probably have brogh ree management practices with
them from their "villages of origin.

In each village, certain tree species are planted and
others that :grow y themselves ’ in the fields are left there.
Choices of species, however, vary from village to village, as
do the ways in which trees are protected and cared for. Trees
that are planted may be raised fro seed, or replanted as
seedlings. Seedlings ay be either chased, or pulled out
of the ground wherever they are discovered, egrowing by them-
selves", and replanted where desired. Certain valuable or
"useful" species that regenerate adequately without human
intervention may be left (and sometimes also protected) in
fields. Various means are used to protect woody species from.
animals, people, fire, wind, and water shortages. Species
that are liable to be eaten by goats, sheep, cattle, or other
animals may be protected with fencing made of branches and
thorns, metal grills, or unfired clay bricks. Villagers try
to keep fire out of their fields and away from their homes,
which protects the trees in these locations. If a fire does
start in the "bush", however, and move into the fields, the
villagers may be powerless to stop it. Generally trees will
be replanted in the rainy season, typically during the month
of August when usually the heaviest rains occur. During the
dry season, for perhaps a couple of years, planted trees may
be watered. Wind can pose problems for trees here, especially
for shallow-rooted species during heavy, tropical storms In
one village, trees were anchored down against the wind.. The
protection of trees from people occurs with the general con-
sensus over use rights: in principle, the person who plants
or protects a tree has exclusive rights to use the produce
from the tree while it is alive. (This right, however, may
be difficult to enforce if the tree is located im a distant
field where constant surveillance is impossible.) It seems,
however, that once a tree dies, anyone can cut it mp for fire-
wood. None of the villagers with whom I talked knew any ways
of protecting trees from. insects,3 parasites, o.r diseases.

One tree managed in diverse ways in the three villages
is the baobab. This tree is well-known throughout Africa,
because of its distinctive form and massive t, and because
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of the multiple uses made of various parts of the tree. Both
the leaves and fruits are important in African cuisine The
tree is also used for forage, msdicines, fibers, dyes, and soap.
Because the species has been so highly valued by African
peoples, clusters of baobabs are frequently found near current
or former villages. Baobabs can live for a long time esti-
mates vary up to lO00 to 6000 years. They are found in areas
with rainfall ranging be tween 250 mm (lO in. ) and IO00 mm
(40 in.) to 1500 mm (60 in.) (Giffard 197; von Maydell 1983)o
Baobab trees, however are not easy to propagate: the germina-
tion rate of seeds is low and the germination period may be as
long as a year. Consequently, as Fred Weber eted in 1977(.177),
"youmg trees in the wild are difficult to find".

In all three villages, women use baobab leaves and fruits
in their diets, but to varying degrees. The management of the
trees also varies considerably. In Keumi, I saw no baobabs.
Koumi women sometimes obtaim leaves from baobabs in the "bush"
and dry these leaves to consume during the dry season. They
never cone these leaves fresh, as they comsider them to be
one of the few species of leaves that dry satisfactorily and
thus can be preserved. During the rainy seasem, they employ
other kinds of fresh leaves in their sauces. five differemt
visits to the Keumi market during August and September omly
once did I see a coupl of women sellimg baobab leaves. Each
woman had a moderately-slzed basket ef leaves.

In Koundoug, I found that baobab leaves were used more
frequently in the isine an baobab trees had been plante
near the village. Although members of the various ethnic
groups all used baobab leaves in fresh, dried, or powdered
forms-- in their sauces, most of the trees were planted in
the Bobo section of the village. Young trees, either found
in the bush or grown in the village haphazardly from cast-away
seeds of the fruit, had been pulled out and replanted. Generally
such replanting is done by. men, but girls will. be responsible
for watering young trees.* All the trees that I saw were quite
large and welestablished: none of them had any need for pro-
tective fencing.

I also visited the Koundougou market several times in August
and September. Each time I visited the market, there were men
selling baobab leaves out of large fiber sacks. The women
explained o me that if a man plants a baobab tree, he then
"owns" the tree and has control over the use rights and can
sell the leaves. Many of the men selling leaves in the market,
however,, had gone into the "bush" and t the leaves.

I asked Koundeugou women about their daily diets. Out of
2 interviews regarding the previous day’s total food consump-
tion, I came up, with 112 reci.pes for sauces served with
("Ta". , a thick porridge made with millet, sorghum, or maize
flour, is the basic staple of the local diet.) For 7, or 6.2%,
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of these preparations, one or more types of leaves had been
used in the sauces. Since it was the rainy season, the bulk
of the leaves used were fresh, from cultivated plants in the
fields--most often, the leaves of black-eyed peas. Eleven
women (10.3) had used either fresh baobab leaves or powder
made from dried baobab leaves to flavor their sauces. Typi-
cally baobab leaves are the sole type of leaf in a sauce,
but in a couple of instances the women had mixed baobab leaves
with cultivated leaves. Except for two Bobo women who had
collected the leaves from their husbands’ trees (planted
behind their household compounds), the women had purchased
the baobab leaves or baobab leaf powder in the market. Baobab
leaves are probably used more frequently in sauces during the
dry season.

Tougan-coura had several baobabs in the village, next
to homes and in fields. As Tougan-coura is a much smaller
village than the other two and more recently settled, the
relative abundance of baobabs is quite striking. The villagers
have gone to considerable extent to protect their young
replanted baobabs with fencing or thorns to protect the trees
from grazing animals. Since the village is located in an area
with shallow, lateritic soils, the tree roots have a difficult
time penetrating the soil. Consequently, the villagers have
placed lots of big rocks on top of the roots of their baobab
trees, to anchor them down and to prevent them from being
blown over from the wind. One tree was even more elaborately
protected from the wind: a large stone wall, about two feet
high, had been built aro-md the tree, and the area inside the
wall had been filled with dirt,, to bury the tree roots.

In August the small weekly market in Tougan-coura did not
have much for sale, but several men, women, and boys were sell-
ing baobab leaves. When I disssed their use of baobab leaves
in their cuisi,e, village women told me that they ate them
fresh frequently during this period of the year-- perhaps
four times a week, or every other day. They also dry leaves
to use at other times of the year.

All of the young baobabs had been pulled up in the ’,bush"

and replanted by the men. If, however, a woman happened to
see a young baobab tree in the bush, she might tell her hus-
band where it was located, and he would go and get it. But,
the women explained, such young trees are very rare and diffi-
cult to find. The trees belong to the men who plant them.
Their wives would have rights to use the leaves for the family
cuisine, but the proceeds of sales of the leaves--whether
sold by the owner, his wife, or other family members-- would
belong to the owner.

The situation with respect to another important "food

tree" mere, was the reverse. In Kommi, the most "traditional"
of the three villages, mere is grown from seed planted directly
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Walled baobab tree in Tougan-coura

in the fields, as well as protecting trees that regenerate
spontaneously. Nere trees are quite abundant in the fields.
In the other two villages, mere trees are much less abundant,
and in the past have never been grown from seed-- so the
villagers have only have those mere trees that "grew by them-
selves" and that the villagers protected. Although none of
the Koundougou women told me about growing mere from seed,
the woman extension agent explained that this year, for he
first time, villagers were planting mere seed. Perhaps this
charge in behavior has been motivated by the fact that the
few trees in Koundougou produced so poerly this year, that
none of the local women were able to ebtaim enough mere seeds
to make soumbala", a spicy, high-protein condiment used in
over 40 percent of the sauces. Consequemtly, all the soumbala
used had been rchased im the village market: the seumala
sold in Koundougou comes from Tomssiama, a village roughly
125 kilometers (75 miles) to he south. This net only means
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that Koundougou women cannot make soumbala themselves and must
spend precious cash to obtain it or do without),, but also that
women cannot make soumbala to sell and to obtain cash to pur-
chase other daily necessities. In Koumi, in contrast, I talked
with some women who made soumbala themselves, both to use for
their own cooking and to sell in the village market.

One agroforestry question tha interests foresters greatly
is what impacts trees have on adjacent crops. Certain woody
species compete with crops for sunlight, moisture, and soil
nutrients. Other species do not compete at all: some, in
fact, work very favorably in combination with crops. Of parti-
cular interest are certain leguminous species, which fix nitro-
gen and thus improve soil quality. An important leguminous
species used in the more arid regions of Burkina-Faso is Acacia
albdao This species does not compete with cereal crop.s
unlike most trees here it sheds its leaves during the rainy
season, and grows new leaves and seed pods during the dry
season. Thus, during the agricultural season the trees do not
shade the crops no.r compete with them for moisture and nutrients.
Since there is more nitrogen in the soil around Acacia albidas,
the sorghum or millet grown next to these trees iS Often-quits
noticeably taller. During the dry season, when little other
forage is available, the seed pods are much appreciated as animal
fodder.

There are quite a few Acacia albidas around Koundougou.
When I asked the Koundougou women about them they said that
they give the .ods to their sheep. The seeds are also burned
and the ashes used as otash, either for cooking or for making
soap. Did the trees have any other value? None that they knew
about. Twice when I asked this question, the women’s rural
extension agent, Marguerite Komkobo, spoke up,, saying that the
trees are nitrogen-fixing and good for the cropso Marguerite
later told me that the Koundougou villagers are just starting
to plant Acacia albidas this year. I found it quite interes-
ting that, aithough the women had heard Marguerite discuss this
benefit of this secies, they themselves never cited it. Is
this because they are not yet convinced?

The women did tell me about the impact of other trees on
cro.ps. The Koundougou women believe that nere trees compete
more with cereal crops than do shea-nut trees. In general,
however, they felt that the trees in the fields do not pose
great problems for the crops. They said that the trees provide
shade, which cools the air temperature, increases the humidity,
and ths benefits the adjacent crops. Similarly, the Tougan-
coura women tId me that they believe that where there are lots
of trees, the trees give rain.5 They did not think that Tougan-
coura has lots of trees, and said that due to a lack of water,
many trees had died.
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Did birds come and sit in the trees? I asked. Yes, the
Koundougou women replied. But although birds do eat some of
the cereal crops, the women do not seem to feel that this is
a reason not to have trees in. the fields. When the crops are
almost ripe, they will sometimes send a child who has nothing
else to do. out to the fields to scare away the birds.

None of the village women seemed to know anything that
could be done to protect trees from insects. The Koundougou
women said that it was ossible that perhaps the men put some-
thing in the dirt before replanting a tree seedling, but they
didn’t kn.ow for sure if the men te.ok any steps to protect the
trees from insects. In Tougan-coura, the women said that ter-
mites were one of the main reasons that there were not ms.re
trees in the area.

In August, when there is typically the most rain, is
generally when trees are replanted and when fruit tree seedlings

such as mangos, lemons, o.ranges, guavas, and mandarins are
sold in l,cal markets. I saw mango and lemon seedlings fo.r sale
in the Koundougou market. The markets in Koumi and Tougan-coura
are much smaller and never had an.y tree seedlings. I assume
that the residents of those two villages go to nearby larger
markets-- for Koumi, the city of Bobo-Dioulasso, and for
Tougan-coura, the adjacent village of Dande to. buy any mango
or other fruit seedlings they plant. There were not many such
trees planted in either Tougan-co,xra or in the traditional
part of Koumi: however, in the section of Koumi where the
Christian converts live, there were lots of such fit trees.
The Koundougou women said that the fruit tree seedlings are
grown by individuals in small private nurseries. There were
me nurseries in Koundougou, so the seedlings were transported
from other villages, such as Banak616dara, %o sell in Koundougou.
(Banak41@dara is also the main source of mangos, lemons, and
other fruit occasionally sold in the Tomgan-coura market.) In
all three villages, some people had papaya trees, which are
easily propagated from seeds thrown om the ground when someone
eats a pal)aya fruit. When the papaya seedling was a suitable
size, %he men wo,id replant it where they wanted i% %o grow.
Generally thorns or fencing would be placed around replanted
tree seedlings %o protect them from being eaten by animals.
For some trees, such as the shea-mut and mere left in the fields,
this was mot necessary, as the animals do mot find the leaves of
these species palatable.

I also asked the village women if there were certain types
of trees that they would like to have more of in their villages.
I was quite surprised %hat they never mentionned trees like
baobab or nero, which they have traditionally used and protected,
but always cited fruit trees already available in the local mar-
kets, such as mangoes. In Koundougou, one woman said that they
used to have h.ananas, but that they had died due to: insufficient
water. Ano,ther woman said %hat she’d llke to have avocado and
oil palm trees, but knew they required more water than is locally
available, and mere suitable soil.
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Except under certain circumstances, the Koundougou women
(as well as the women in Tougan-coura and Koumi) do not replant
tree seedlings When I asked them why, I was given a couple ef
explanations. One woman said that women never plant trees
because they don’t know how. Another said that it was because
they don’t have young trees to plant. What bout buying trees
in the market? I asked. Only men purchase young mange trees,
they replied. The Koundougou women said that when the men
decide to plant trees, they do so on their own, without any
input from the women, even though the women use certain species
for food and other uses.

"the ree is life" TheyThe Ko.undougou women told me,
also explained that, like people, trees die, and this was hard
Having explained that there were lots of shea-nut and nere trees
in the fields, and sufficient tree seedlings te buy, the women
then said that they would like to have a surplus of these trees,
that the quantity was insufficient. Over time, the numbers of
trees had diminished: due to a lack of water, all the trees
were dead

In these three villages, trees are already being managed,
p,lanted, and protected. The mixture of trees ad crops in the
fields demonstrates that certain agroforestry techniques are
already being used by the villagers themselves, without much
input or assistance from foresters. Judging by the size and
age of some of the trees, these practices have been ongoing for
quite some time. Since private individuals have been running
their own nurseries to grow tree seedlings to sell, tree planting
appBars to be a worthwhile activity for villagers one that some
villagers are willing to spend money on. If the villagers are
already engaging in these activities themselves, what can fores-
ters or other development workers do to assist them?

The most important thing seems to be sharing information.
Villagers vary in their knowledge of various techniques for
propagating plantimg and protecting trees. Thus, a forester
or rral extension agent could be useful in learning from vil-
lagers how they manage trees and by sharing this information
with those in other villages. Demonstration is also portant:
some agrofo,restry projects have already learned that it can be
very effective to arrange trips for villagers to visit other
villages to see different techniques in use and to talk to
other villagers about their activities. This villager-to-
villager approach enables people to identify more closely with
the feasibility o,f an activity, if they know that other villagers
have undertaken it. This approach requires the development
worker to p,lay the role of a facilitator, rather than an expert.

In addition, it seems crucial to try to understand what
the real constraints on tree management activities are, and how
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Fan palm, shea-nut, and here trees in a field near Koumi

they can most effectively be addressed. If, for example,
there are fewer trees around Koundougou now than there were
formerly because of insufficient water, then erhaps steps
can be suggested to increase water availability. But is
water the true constraint? "When I asked the women about
the history of Koundougou, they told me that the village’s
population had grown and more lauds were now under cultiva-
tion than formerly. In addition, more green trees are being
cut by the men to sell as firewood. (As the major road that
goes past Koundougou has been paved for the last twelve years,
firewood is easily transported by passing trucks to the city
of Bobo-Dioulasso. ) I would suspect that these changes have
had something to do with the abundance of trees in the area
declining over time.

Similarly, I don’t think that women do not plsmt trees
because there are insufficient young trees to plant. Rather
women don’t plant trees because of long-standing patterns
in the division of labor between women and men, the divisions
of rights and responsibilities. Tree seedlings are available
in the markets, but women choose to spend their me,hey on other
purchases. It may be that the women have less isposable
income than the men. Perhaps, as land rights are traditionally
inherited through the male line women lack incentives to plant
trees. The women also do not plat trees, they say, because of
a lack of knowledge of tree-planting techniques. If this is a
true constraint, this may be am area in which women extension
agents may be able to make a contribution. But, before launch-
ing such a effort it is important to understand whether i
would really benefit women if they learned how to plant rees.
It may be that the women already have more than emomgh work to
do and would be hapiest leaving he tree-planting activities
to the men. (The women and girls already o contribute by
watering the trees.)
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Thus, I think that foresters can make a contribution to
enhancing villagers" existing agroforestry practices. But high
om the list of agroforestry "techniques to be promoted must
be a true extension approach for foresters, a realization that
the only way that foresters can aid villagers is by learning
from them-- learning what trees they value and what constraints
to tree-planting and management are amenable to interventions.

Sincerely,

Paula J Williams
Forest and Society Fellow

0TES:
i. I also attended the USAID Africa Bureau Forestry Evaluation

Workshop, held i Lone, Togo, from May 7th to llth, 1984,
at which agroforestry was a topic of much discussion.
(The Report of the Fore__s_r[ Program Evalua.tion W0r..kshop
was printed in August 1984 by the Technical Hesources
Division, Africa Bureau, U.S. Agency for International
Development, Washington, D.C.)

2. For example, records of rainfall for Bobo-Dioulasso between
1940 and 1964 show a wide variation from year to year, with
a low of 802.8 mm (51.6 in.) in 1959 and a high of 1551.6
mm (61.1 in.) in 1941. Unfortunately, I have not seen more
recent data than Renard’s (1965) report, so I unable to say
whether average rainfall has remained the same or declined
im the past twenty years.

3. My research assistant, Awa Ouattara, who was living in the
city of obo-Dioulasso, told me how her family had dealt
with parasites and termites. When their mango tree had
become infested with parasites, they had cut the tree %0
remove the infested portions: when the tree resprouted,
they had no. further problems with parasites. She also told
me that they make an ’insecticide- that is effective against
termites: it consists simply of taking the water that has
eem rased to wash and clean fresh fish (to prepare it for
coeklmg), and throwing this water on %he bark of %he trees.
For whatever reason, the termites don’t seem to like the
fishy water, so they leave the trees. Presumably other
local remedies for dealing with these tree pests exist.

4. See PJW-ll four a disssion of conditions under which certain
women replant baobab seedlings.

5. I don’t know whether the villagers have always Believe that
trees give rain, or have been "sensibilized ’ to believe in
this benefit of trees. % I did see the following message
in the national daily nespaper, Sidwaya (1 oct. 1984):
"Ouagadeugeu, fais-toi elle et r4voluionnaire avec des
arbres et des fleurs. II manque de l’eau? Ce sent des
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arbres qu’il vous faut d’abord . L’arbre attire la pluie.
(Ouagadougou, make yourself beautiful and revoltionary
with trees and flowers. There is a lack of water? You
must plant the trees first: The tree attracts the rain,.)
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